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Abstract: As a result of Fair Labor and Standards Act requirements, Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department (TPWD) supervisors became concerned about time lost from
game wardensrespondingto reportsof violations from sportsmen in whichno violation
existed. From this concern a cooperative program was initiated with the Gulf Coast
Conservation Association (GCCA) in which a select group of their membership was
trained in how to recognize and report violations to game wardens. This program has
drastically reduced time lost from game wardens responding to erroneous reports of
violations and has significantly increased the ratio of apprehensions and seizures of
illegal equipment.
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Law enforcement has always depended on public acceptance and participation
in efforts to combat illegal activity. For many years assistance from the general
public was extremely limited. This was primarily due to a lack of understanding of
what conservation meant, a belief that wildlife resources were eternal, and an
unwillingness to get involved.

In the last decade enforcement agencies have succleeded in educating the public
on conservation issues and convincing them that our wildlif resources will not
survive without strong enforcement of game and fish regulations. As the public
became more aware of conservation and environmental issues, a willingness to
participate in the enforcement effort started to grow.

In order to take advantage of the public's changing attitude towards enforcement
of wildlife resource regulations, some state wildlife agencies created programs that
encouraged the public to report possible violations. These programs established cash
rewards for the apprehension and conviction of violators.

In Texas, a very successful program of this type, called Operation Game Thief,
is designed to encourage the public to report any type of wildlife violation that
occurs anywhere in the state. Operation Game Thief has resulted in the apprehension
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